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Direction/Information: The intent of Public Works and Development is to provide information regarding
the on-street parking study completed by the Transportation Division along with seeking direction from
the BOCC.
Request and Recommendation
The purpose of this report is to first, provide information to the BOCC regarding the on-street parking
study completed for the Parker Triangle area. Second, the Public Works and Development Department is
seeking direction on how the BOCC would like to proceed in light of the parking study’s conclusion.
Background
The County has received complaints from citizens regarding the on-street parking of large and
commercial vehicles on the streets within the Parker Triangle area. The County’s Traffic Operations staff
responds to these issues and staff initiates an investigation. As part of those investigations, staff ensures
the parking issues are not related to traffic engineering, operations, and/or safety and if so, the issues are
addressed appropriately. Many, if not most, of the issues brought to the County’s attention in this area
are related to oversized vehicles, such as tractor-trailers, delivery trucks (box trucks), or trailers. These
oversized sized vehicles are typically larger in dimension than passenger vehicles and are legal to operate
on public streets without a special permit.
In previous Board of County Commissioner study sessions, Public Works and Development staff were
requested to provide additional details. These details would include more information on the existing
conditions in the area with a focus upon the larger trucks.
In response to the BOCC’s requests and continued complaints related to oversized vehicle parking, Traffic
Operations staff initiated a study to document the existing on-street parking conditions within the Parker
Triangle area. The objective of the study was to collect data on the quantity, and types, of oversized
vehicles utilizing the on-street parking. Upon completion of the data collection, the information was
compiled and analyzed to better understand the trends regarding on-street parking of oversized vehicles.
Additionally, the data related to all parked vehicles on each road was analyzed to capture the overall
existing parking conditions in the study area.
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The study area is bounded by Mississippi Avenue (north), Dayton Street (east), and Parker Road (westerly
and southerly.) With respect to land use, this smaller area is similar in nature to the larger Four Square
Mile area. An additional street to the south of the study area but within the boundaries of the Four
Square Mile area, Evans Avenue (Wabash Street to Yosemite Street), was also included due to recent
parking complaints related to oversized and commercial vehicles.
Within the study area there is a diversity of land uses including from older single family residents, new
urban subdivisions with narrow private streets, apartments, and various commercial properties.
The 2035 Arapahoe County Transportation Plan noted the roads within the Parker Triangle as having the
minor collector classification. These classifications function within the transportation network by serving
both intermediate and short distance travel needs. The roads within the study area serve as connections
to either an arterial (Mississippi) or major collector (Florida) roadways along with providing direct access
to residential developments. The roadways in the study area provide one-lane in each direction with
most allowing space for on-street parking on both sides. There are a few exceptions in the Four Square
Mile area such as Evans Avenue which allows for parking on roadway surface on the north side while the
south side is unimproved.
To complete the data collection of parked vehicles field observations of the roads were made over a two
week period in July 2020. During these times staff recorded the number and types of vehicles parked on
the road. Data collection noted the date and time of collection and counting and logging the number of
vehicles by classification.
During the collection period the parking was noted during the dates and times shown below:
Week 1
• Collections were done twice daily from Monday, July 6th through Friday, July 10th at roughly
9:00am in the morning and 6:00pm in the evening with an additional collection done on
Saturday, July 11th at roughly 9:00am.
Week 2
• Collections were done once in the evening at roughly 6:00pm on Sunday, July 19th and twice
daily from Monday, July 20th through Friday, July 24th at roughly 9:00am in the morning and
6:00pm in the evening. An additional collection was done on Sunday, July 26th at roughly
6:00pm in the evening.
To designate the different types of vehicles parked during the study period the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) classifications were utilized (see below). In general and for the study, standard
vehicles such as cars, pick-up trucks, and vans are noted using Classes 2 and 3. Class 5 represents vehicles
commonly known as box trucks while Class 9 was used for tractor-trailers.
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Links to Align Arapahoe
Quality of Life
The decisions related to the management of on-street parking within the study area have quality
of life impacts depending upon different perspectives. Restriction of oversized vehicle parking or
enhanced enforcement, while increasing the quality of life for some residents, impacts the
owners/operators of the vehicles who depend on these vehicles for their livelihood.
Fiscally Responsible
There are no significant fiscal impacts related to this discussion. The alternatives listed below
have different fiscal impacts, but these impacts have not been determined at the time of this
study session.
Service First
As mentioned previously in the quality of life discussion, decisions on managing the on-street
parking have different service impacts depending upon the individual perspective.
Discussion
The goal of the Parker Triangle on-street parking study is to understand the current conditions and the
levels of oversized vehicle parking. This study was designed to be an initial step in the parking
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conversation by documenting the extent of any oversized vehicle parking issues. The parking issues that
have been documented do not impact traffic operations and do not violate the purpose/design of the
street cross sections. Public Works and Development is seeking direction from the BOCC on how they
would like to move forward in addressing the desire of some citizens to restrict large trucks from parking
on public streets which allow for the public parking of this type.
Upon reviewing the data collection efforts and subsequent analysis, Traffic Operations staff has
concluded that the impacts of oversized vehicles utilizing on-street parking in the Parker Triangle area do
not affect either traffic engineering or traffic operations and safety elements. More specifically, the
existing parking conditions and usage do not interfere with traffic flow and there were relatively few
violations of regulatory signage. When reviewing from the traffic engineering and operations
perspective, staff was unable to find trends related to:
•
•
•
•

Blocking of sight distance triangles
Disruption of traffic flow on the roadway by oversized vehicles blocking travel lanes
Blocking of driveways
Displacement of parking availability for passenger vehicles

Public Works and Development categorize the complaints that we have received to date as a quality of
life issue. If the BOCC is interested in addressing the large vehicle parking issue further, the next section
provides alternatives that the BOCC could consider to address the regulation of oversized vehicle parking.
Furthermore, Staff would like direction from the BOCC related to sharing the study process and results
with the public in the adjacent area of the study.
Alternatives
There are alternatives that could be considered in addressing the on-street parking in this area. These
alternatives include: permit parking, restricting all parking on roadways, restricting all oversized vehicle
parking, and taking no action. The development of other alternatives can be discussed during the study
session and are discussed briefly below.
Permit Parking:
This option would take advantage of a current parking ordinance that allows for parking only to
those that have a permit. This permit parking program is community led and can be enforceable
by the Sheriff Office. The number of vehicles and different communities in the area could make
this difficult to implement. Furthermore, this type of program is typically implemented on
residential roadways and not on shared collector streets that do not have direct access/frontage,
nor does it currently make a distinction on vehicle types that are permitted.
Restrict All Parking on The Study Roadways:
This option would create no parking zones along all the streets in this area and would more than
likely cause a public outcry due the land use types adjacent to these roads. The parking would
more than likely move to parking issues on private property. The livelihood of those parking
large trucks on these streets would be impacted unless another parking area is provided in the
near vicinity. Unless uniformly implemented, this would move parking to roadways that do not
have parking restrictions.
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Restrict Oversized Vehicle Parking:
This option would allow the County to restrict parking based on vehicle type. The livelihood of
those parking large trucks on these streets would be impacted unless another parking area is
provided in the near vicinity. Unless uniformly implemented, this would move parking to
roadways that are not restricted. Vehicle owners might also move their oversized vehicles onto
residential property such as multi-family parking lots or single-family driveways.
Designate Specific Roads/Area for Oversized Vehicle Parking:
A section of road or area could be selected for oversized vehicle parking. This would impact the
land uses adjacent to these areas. Furthermore depending on the location of the parking
location, it may not be in a convenient location for those driving the oversized vehicles. A twist
on this option would be to restrict oversize vehicles from parking adjacent to a certain land use
(i.e. single family residences).
No Action:
Do not change the parking on the roads within the study area and communicate with
neighborhoods in the adjacent area the results of the study and expectations of parking on a
public road.
Fiscal Impact
Depending upon the future actions taken with respect to the on-street parking, there could be fiscal
impacts that would require further exploration.
Concurrence
Robert Hill
Jason Reynolds
Chuck Haskins
Attorney Comments
The County Attorney have no comments at this time with this Board Summary Report
Reviewed By:
Bryan Weimer, PWD Director
Jim Katzer, Transportation Division Manager
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1. Executive Summary
The purpose of this parking study was to identify current on-street parking usage and demand within the
Parker Triangle area of the Four Square Mile neighborhood. This effort is in response to citizen concerns
regarding the usage of the parking by oversized and commercial vehicles with a focus upon the existing
conditions observing utilization of on-street parking space by those larger vehicles.
This study should be viewed as the first phase in the overall discussion involving the management of onstreet parking in the Four Square Mile neighborhood. By providing data on the magnitude of oversized
vehicle parking, this study can be then used to inform discussions that could lead to the consideration of
appropriate and needed policies or direction in managing on-street parking in this area.
The data collection efforts as part of this study captured the current state of oversized parking in the
Parker Triangle area. This data represents the quantity of oversized vehicles along with the types of
vehicles. Further analysis provided an indication as to the utilization of available parking by oversized
vehicles.


Parking utilization
o Available on-street parking is noted by parking allowed and not restricted by regulatory
signs
o Of the available parking, the percentage represents that used, on average, by each of the
vehicle classes
o The parking area not utilized represents areas that still available for usage
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Based upon the data collection efforts and subsequent analysis, the impacts of oversized vehicles utilizing
on-street parking in the Parker Triangle area do not affect either traffic engineering or traffic operations
elements. More specifically, the existing parking conditions and usage do not interfere with traffic flow
and there were relatively few violations of regulatory signage.
Regarding the availability of parking, the oversized vehicles that are utilizing the on-street parking are not
significantly impacting other vehicles. During the observation periods, on-street parking spaces were
available, although there could be times when the intra-block density varies. This could cause a normally
available on-street parking space to be taken and the driver would need to park elsewhere in the block.
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2. Background
2.1

Four Square Mile Area

The Four Square Mile Area is located within unincorporated Arapahoe County generally bounded by the
following roads:





East Mississippi Avenue on the north
South Dayton Street on the east
East Yale Avenue and South Syracuse Way on the south
South Quebec Street on the west.

This area encompasses approximately 2.7 square miles and is bordered on all side by the City and County
of Denver and the City of Aurora causing the area to geographically function as an enclave. The US Census
Bureau reporting a 2010 population of 19,827 with a projected 2018 population of 22,256. Within this
relatively small area is diverse development that includes multi-family housing, single family housing,
commercial development, and some larger lots with a semi-rural feel.

Figure 1 - Four Square Mile Neighborhood
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2.2

Land Use

The land use of the Four Square Mile area is diverse and within the small geographic area a number of
zoning classifications exist. Figure 2 shown below notes those classifications.

Figure 2 - Zoning Classifications

2.3

Parking Issues

As noted the Four Square Mile area has a diverse land use that includes multi-family housing along with
single family housing in developments with private roadways. This study did not specifically make
connections between those developments and on-street parking; however, anecdotally areas with multifamily developments did have higher levels of that parking. Additionally, there is commercial activity
within the area that also has the potential to generate on-street parking demand. The demand for parking
space does result in residents and visitors utilizing the public ROW for on-street parking.
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The County receives complaints from citizens regarding the parking of large and commercial vehicles on
the streets within the area. These issues are forwarded to the Traffic Operations staff for investigation. As
part of those investigations staff ensures the parking issues are not related to traffic engineering and if
so, the issues are addressed as appropriate. Many, if not most, of the issues brought to the County’s
attention in this area are related to oversized vehicles, such as tractor-trailers or trailers.

2.4

Parker Triangle Area

Within the Four Square Mile neighborhood is the Parker Triangle area and is captured in Figure 4. The
study area is bounded by Mississippi Avenue (north), Dayton Street (east), and Parker Road (westerly and
southerly.) With respect to land use, this smaller area is similar in nature to the larger Four Square Mile
area.

Figure 4 – Parker Triangle Area
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3. Existing Conditions
3.1

Introduction

This study was intended to provide information on the current state of on-street parking for selected
streets within the Four Mile area. In order to develop a plan to manage the area’s on-street parking it was
important to first understand the existing conditions. In particular, documenting the parking conditions
with a focus upon oversized vehicles, such as tractor-trailers and box trucks.
Collecting parking information was completed by conducting field observations that recorded the number
of vehicles parked during the visit. Although this study has a focus upon oversized vehicles those data
collection efforts also noted the number of all vehicles parked.
The data collection efforts also provided an opportunity to note any parking issues with respect to vehicles
violating regulatory signs. Additionally, data was recorded for any vehicles parked in a manner that
blocked driveway, fire hydrants, or blocking travel lanes of the roadway.

3.2

Study Area

For this study a section of the Four Square Mile area was selected. This area, referred to as the Parker
Triangle, was chosen due to the receipt of parking complaints related to oversized, and commercial,
vehicles. The study area is bounded by Mississippi Avenue (north), Dayton Street (east), and Parker Road
(westerly and southerly) and is noted in the figure below.
An additional street to the south of the study area but within the boundaries of the Four Square Mile area,
Evans Avenue (Wabash Street to Yosemite Street), was also included due to recent parking complaints
related to oversized and commercial vehicles.
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Figure 5 - Roads Selected for Study

3.3

Roadway Characteristics

The 2035 Arapahoe County Transportation Plan noted the roads within the Parker triangle as having the
collector classification. These classifications function within the transportation network by serving both
intermediate and short distance travel needs. The roads within the study area serve as connections to
arterial roadways along with providing direct access to residential developments.
The roadways in the study area provides one-lane in each direction with most allowing space for on-street
parking on both sides. There are a few exceptions in the Four Square Mile area such as Evans Avenue
which allows for parking on roadway surface on the north side while the south side is unimproved.
The figure below notes the primary existing roadway widths of each of the study roads. In determining
the roadway widths, measurements were made based upon the existing infrastructure currently in place.
The numbers noted in the figure below indicate the roadway width in the following scenarios:
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Flowline to flowline
Edge of pavement to edge of pavement
Flowline to edge of pavement

Figure 6 – Existing Roadway Widths

Figure 7 – Existing Roadway Widths
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Figure 8 – Existing Roadway Widths

3.4

Methodology

To complete the data collection of parked vehicles field observations of the roads were made over a twoweek period in July 2020. During these times staff recording the number and types of vehicles parked on
the road. Data collection noted the date and time of collection and counting and logging the number of
vehicles by classification.
During the collection period the parking was noted during the dates and times shown below:
Week 1


Collections were done twice daily from Monday, July 6th through Friday, July 10th at roughly
9:00am in the morning and 6:00pm in the evening with an additional collection done on Saturday,
July 11th at roughly 9:00am.

Week 2


Collections were done once in the evening at roughly 6:00pm on Sunday, July 19th and twice daily
from Monday, July 20th through Friday, July 24th at roughly 9:00am in the morning and 6:00pm
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in the evening. An additional collection was done on Sunday, July 26th at roughly 6:00pm in the
evening.
To designate the different types of vehicles parked during the study period the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) classifications were utilized (Figure 9). In general and for the study, standard
vehicles such as cars, pick-up trucks, and vans are noted using Classes 2 and 3. Class 5 represents vehicles
commonly known as box trucks while Class 9 was used for tractor-trailers.

Figure 9 – FHWA Vehicle Classifications
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4. Findings
4.1

Introduction

Upon completion of the data collection the information was compiled and analyzed to better understand
the trends regarding on-street parking of oversized and commercial vehicles. Additionally, the data
related to all parked vehicles on each road was analyzed to capture the overall existing parking conditions
in the study area.
To report the parking usage of vehicles the collected data is reported as the percentage of parking utilized.
These values reported for each road are the average of all study days. This combines both weekend and
weekday data as relatively low deviation among the values was observed.

4.2

Parking Utilization

The objective of this study is to better understand oversized and commercial vehicle parking in the Four
Square Mile area. More specifically, the data collection efforts were designed to note how many and how
often these vehicles utilized on-street parking. As a way to report the findings the concept of parking
utilization is used. These values are reported as a percentage and indicate how much of the available onstreet parking space is used by a class of vehicles. Taken into account are: length of each vehicle
classification along with the length of allowed parking. As an example, if two 20-ft long vehicles are parked
in a section that is 100-ft then the parking utilization is 40%.
The two figures below provide the parking utilization for the study area. The numbers shown individually
represent the three vehicle classifications seen on each roadway. The summation of the percentage
indicates how much parking is used. Additionally, figures are provided that report the average number of
vehicle classes utilizing on-street parking.
The parking utilization percentage is derived by taking the average of each day throughout the 2-week
data collection time period. It was observed there was a consistent parking utilization number for each of
the days validating the average an appropriate measure and that the study’s observation represent
typical parking behaviors. During the data collection efforts, there were no significant differences in
parking utilization across different days of the week or times of the day.
Also, the figures below indicate the sections of each road where on-street parking is allowed.
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Figure 10 - Parking Utilization Parker Triangle area
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Figure 11 – Parking Utilization Evans Avenue
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Figure 12 – Average Parked Vehicles in Parker Triangle
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Figure 13 - Average Parked Vehicles on Evans Avenue
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5. Appendices
5.1

Photos
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5.2

Roadway Cross-Sections

For reference, the standard 2-lane collector cross-section for the road types analyzed for this parking
study is shown below. This is the standard taken from the Arapahoe County infrastructure design and
construction standards.

2-Lane Collector Roadway (76-feet ROW)
Detached Sidewalk
Landscape
Gutter Pan
Parking
Bike Lane
Traffic Lane
Traffic Lane
Bike Lane
Parking
Gutter Pan
Landscape
Detached Sidewalk

6-feet
7-feet
2-feet
6-feet
5-feet
12-feet
12-feet
5-feet
6-feet
2-feet
7-feet
6-feet
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5.3

Parking Availability Charts
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